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CIRCA-IPM status

- CIRCA-IPM built using Open Standards
- CIRCA-IPM on top of Alfresco – the main improvements
  - Multilingual documents management
  - Multilingual enhanced search features
  - Profiles and related security aspects
  - WCAG interfaces
- CIRCA-IPM initial version 1.0 beta features overview:
  - Spaces, library, multilingual documents,
  - Directory, access control
  - IPM integration (surveys)
CIRCABC-IPM status (ctd)

- Initial version 1.0 beta
  - Validation environment available (internal)
  - EUPL Distribution package will be prepared
- OSS community promotion thru IDABC means
CIRCA-IPM presentation

- Working with multilingual documents
  - Make a document multilingual
  - Add translations
  - Content language filter
- Working with multilingual spaces
- Managing groups of users
  - Default groups
  - Dynamic groups
- WCAG 1.0 compliance
CIRCABC-IPM

- **Questions**
- **Contacts**
  - [Hans.Kohl@ec.europa.eu](mailto:Hans.Kohl@ec.europa.eu) (+352) 4301 32682
  - [Jean-Marie.Weissenberger@ec.europa.eu](mailto:Jean-Marie.Weissenberger@ec.europa.eu) (+352) 4301 37035
  - *Informatics DG, Corporate IT Infrastructure Solutions, E-Government Information Solutions*

- **Thank you for your attention**